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Tuesday evening, the
UAH College Democrats
hosted Social @ the Slab,
their first event of the school
year. Students and faculty
alike were treated to an
evening filled with patriotic
decorations, free pizza, and
music by Microwave Dave.
Former Alabama Governor,
Don Siegelman, was present
as a special guest speaker.
On an event that took
weeks of planning, club
President, Sterling High, said,
"We are very interested in
getting students and faculty
members involved with the
political process and keeping
them informed of the issues.
We thought that the Gover
nor would be able to
attract...students to the
event and talk about one of
his main concerns, and
o u r
m a i n
concern, education." Not
only was there a significant,
rotating turnout of 75-100
people, "the students were
excited that a former Gover
nor was there and talking with
them...He mainly talked
about his concern with the

Siegelman fields questions from students during last Tuesday's event
current leadership, both na
tionally and on the state level.
He explained the hypocrisy
of those who opposed his
lottery proposal. They fought
their campaign against the
lottery with casino money
from out of state."
The Exponent Editor-inChief, Joseph Terrell, had an
opportunity to speak briefly
with Siegelman who said that
he is seeking a second term

as Governor of Alabama and
is, in fact, currently vying for
the Democratic nomination.
He previously held the posi
tion from 1999-2003 until de
feated by current Alabama
Governor, Bob Riley. In past
campaigns his recurring plat
form addressed Alabama's
need of a state lottery to fund
higher education: a practice
seen in other states such as
Tennessee and Georgia. Al

though struck down by Ala
bama voters during his time
in office, the sentiment is all
but past. On whether, if re
elected, he would propose an
education lottery again, he
said, "Absolutely. We've got
to try to offer our young
people a sense of hope." He
also stated that there is defi
nitely "a need to fully fund
education, bringing in more

PERRIN on page 11

Food Policy Debacle Part II
A follow-up on why the UC prohibits outside food
ticular club unable to bring
outside food or drinks into
In the September 1,2005 the facility. However, if the
issue of The Exponent, part UC were to shape their policy
one of the debate concern more towards the regulations
ing the prohibition of outside imposed by MCHD, then said
food in the University Cen club should be allowed to
ter shed light on a previously have food at their meeting, as
obscure policy. Although the long as the meeting was for
UC Policy manual states that members only, not publicized
it does not allow outside food outside club membership,
or beverages, the Madison and remained non-profit.
County Health Department
The question of food per
(MCHD) does not require ex mits, health scores, inspec
tra food permits, nor does it tions and student needs
restrict outside food for pri arose. UC director, Doug
vate (non-profit, non-publi Saunders, responds to the
cized) events.The UC policy issue of the food policy de
thus conflicts with MCHD bacle. The UC Policy Manual,
regulations.
page 15, states, "All food ser
The way the policy was vice and catering in the Uni
originally written, students versity Center must be pro
have few options in regards vided by or through the Uni
to food when planning versity Food Service. No
school activities or meetings. food and/ or beverages, al
Under the blanket of the UC coholic or nonalcoholic, may
food policy, an organizational be brought into the facility in
meeting (such as the UAH connection with an event or
Spanish Club) held in the UC, activity." According to Mr.
is considered to be an activ Saunders, 'This policy is in
ity or an event, which ren effect because the University
ders the members of that par Center holds a restaurant li

By Lorirose Belton
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cense. Because of this li
cense, the center must follow
all the regulations as estab
lished by the Alabama Board
of Health. The regulations are
established to protect the
consumer. When food is
served in the University Cen
ter, I want to be sure that all
of the necessary precautions
have been taken to ensure
proper food handling." The
UC does, in fact, follow
MCHD regulations but im
poses additional regulations
of their own.
About every three
months, the UC is inspected
in order to maintain permits
for the Alabama Department
of Public Health Food Ser
vice Establishment/ Retail
Food Store Inspection Re
port. In addition to the in
spections, a minimum score
of 85 must be met to maintain
food permits. As a result of
the past two inspections, the
UC received a 90 on July 12th
and an 87 on April 7th, 2005.
Mr. Saunders emphasizes
that the inspection report is

categorized and an overall
score is received based col
lectively from the categories
combined (The categories
range from Food Protection
to Sewage and Rodent Con
trol).
The UC policy must abide
by MCHD regulation, but Mr.
Saunders adheres to the ne
cessity of maintaining poli
cies that are conducive to,
"proper food handling." He
has made an exception to the
policy, but in contingency
with following specific guide
lines such as:
1)
Only factory pre
packaged food and bever
ages may be used. No home
made products may be
served.
2)
No dairy product
may be served in any form.
3)
No egg product
may be served in any form.
4)
All food and bever
ages must be brought in their
original containers and pre
pared in the area it is being
served.

BELTON on page 10
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Co-op Office Presents Employer Day
By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral

By Barbie Czura
Hello UAH!
I would like to give a big congrats to the
winners of Intramural Flag Football this week.
ATO beat out Sigma Nu with a close game score
of 6-0. The game was so close, but ATO pulled
ahead in the last few minutes of the game. Also,
the Pikes won against the Delta Chi's, 21 to 0.
Way to go guys! Furthermore, the guys in
formed me that they would like to thank the
Delta Zeta and Kappa Delta "Cheering Section."
Rain didn't stop them from giving some great
encouragement throughout the games. This
week, especially, they proved their loyalty to
the boys.
For those of you who didn't hear, this week
is National Hazing Prevention Week. UAH has
been holding many events all week to show
their support. Be sure to stop by the informa
tional tables that will be set up in the Univer
sity Center all week to help promote awareness.
When stopping by between 11:00 a.m. and
2:00p.m., you can get your very own Slap brace
let!! This past Wednesday, September 28th, was
the Prevention Workshop which was help at
noon, and was presented by UAH Staff. In store
for Thursday 9/29, Speaker, T.J. Sullivan, will
present Campuspeak in the Exhibit Hall from
7:00-9:15pm. And ending out the week on Fri
day, T.J. Sullivan will hold the last workshop
entitled Professional and Student Leader in the
Multipurpose Room at NCRH from 9:30 until
10:30a.m. All the Greeks on campus have an
anti-hazing policy and feel strongly about its
importance. That's why you will see all Greeks
on campus supporting these events!
Well, it's about time we put this next up
coming event together. Panhellenic will be put
ting together the 2005 MR. GREEK contest this
year. It will be held November 11 at 6.30 p.m. in
the UC Exhibit hall. I don't have many details
as of right now, but keep a look out for flyers
and more information. Also, let those hot fra
ternity guys that you know, know about this
and that applications will be out by next Thurs
day!!! Also don't forget to sign up for the Step
Show this year which will be held during Ace's
Fall Fest in just a few weeks. The Step Show is
October 19th and will be held in the Exhibit Hall
starting at 8:00pm.

Once again, the Univer
sity of Alabama in
Huntsville's Cooperative
Education Program has spon
sored a Co-op Employer Day.
Last Thursday morning, hun
dreds of students gathered in
the University Center's Ex
hibit Hall to meet with com
panies and learn more about
cooperative education op
portunities. Friendly repre
sentatives from both local
and national firms greeted
and chatted with students,
giving them informative fly
ers and loads of souvenirspens or even candies. For
three hours, students learned
a little bit more about the ac
tivities of companies and co
operative education. It was
also an outstanding oppor
tunity for many students to
make contacts in order to ap
ply for jobs.
Along with companies
traditionally offering co-op
positions, such as Adtran,
Siemens, and the Marshall

Space Flight Center, there
were many new and surpris
ing participants Thursday.
Some firms present were quite
young, such as Nucor (steel
production), established in
Decatur just three years ago,
or APT Research of Huntsville established fifteen years
ago. Some of these compa
nies have enormous projec
tion, such as International
Paper, counting twenty four
mills across the country and
others overseas, or Brown
Precision (industrial machin
ery production), spread out

through part of Asia and
South America. Some of the
companies count tens of co
op students, such as the US.
Army Corps of Engineers,
while others have only three
to five. Several past and
present UAH students were
found acting as representa
tives and related positive ex
periences, such as Elizabeth
Mecke who graduated in
Chemical Engineering last
December, and Heath Davis,
a senior in Mechanical Engi
neering. Even though the of
ferings are traditionally for

Jason Anderson
Sophomore
Biology, Math (Pre-Med)

"I think it should be moved to Tues
day so that the students can get an idea
of what's going on throughout the
week."

"I think that you could keep the
paper coming out on Thursday so long
as you put what is going to be happen
ing in the coming week."

DO YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Eric Washburn
Freshman
Mechanical Engineering

"I think you should keep printing on
Thursdays because it gives me something
new to read during those long Friday
classes."

Shana McDaniel
Freshman
•
reign Language and International Trade
Cognate in Global Studies

h

"Tuesday is fine, we have a full week
of classes in which to finish the cross
word puzzle."

engineering students, last
Thursday, companies in
search of administrative ma
jors or even liberal-arts majors
were in attendance.
Along with the academic
education students attain, the
nation-wide co-op program
allows them to work a number
of semesters with a company
in a real-life environment and
acquire practical skills in their
fields of knowledge and inter
est. More than 80 percent of
the top 100 companies in the
Fortune 500 employ students
through college programs,
according to the National
Commission for Cooperation
Education, a private and non
profit institution sponsoring
these opportunities since
1962.
The co-op program is
sponsored at UAH by the
Cooperative Education Of
fice, located in the Engineer
ing Building. Every student,
American or international, is
eligible for a co-op position if
certain requirements are ful
filled. The advantages of gain
ing a co-op are numerous for
various reasons. Director of
the program, Holly Woodall,
summarizes them for The Ex
ponent, "Co-op provides stu
dents an avenue to gain prac
tical, professional work expe
rience while completing their
degree. Co-ops gain handson work in their area of study
while earning an income that
can offset the costs of tu
ition." Many students at UAH
are paying off their scholarly
expenses by having a full-time
co-op job along with a fulltime schedule of classes.
Adam Nelson, a senior in
Mechanical Engineering who
works as a co-op student for
Lockheed Martin in the Mis
sile Defense division says,
"You get real experience; the
work you do is real work."
Nowadays, the experience a
student has is of extreme im
portance in landing a first job,
and work as a co-op is, by any
means, a great help. Brandon
Ijames, a representative for
General Electric(GE), told The
Exponent the story of a girl
from Macedonia who, "with
out any problem," found a
full-time job after four semes
ters working as a co-op em
ploy for GE. Woodall says,
"Our goal is to show students
at UAH the dynamic career
opportunities available
through the program."
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ASCE Floats to Success with Concrete Canoes
By John Michael
Hampton
Powered by a team of stu
dents from the University of
Alabama in Huntsville, a con
crete canoe gently makes its
way across the water. They
feel excitement as they make
their way to the finish line of
a big competition. If this is
your idea of a great experi
ence, then the UAH chapter
of the American Society of
Civil Engineers is the place
to be. They build their own
concrete canoes, which they
then take to competitions
held by the ASCE.
Teams from UAH have
won the regional competition
a total of thirteen times, each
time securing a spot in the
national competition. As
Annette Wilson, current
President of the chapter

Students propel their concrete canoes during the 2005National Competition

stated, the organization has,
"brought home the national
championship to UAH five
times, which is more than any
other school in the nation."
So, just how is a concrete
canoe constructed? Wilson

explained that a mold is first
constructed. Then, layers of
concrete and reinforcements
are added. After that, the
concrete is separated from
the mold. Finally, "the canoe
is then sanded and touched

up with lettering and clear
coated."
Dr. Sam Toutanji, faculty
advisor for the ASCE, stated
in a recent press release that
rule changes made by the
ASCE have made the compe

tition more of a challenge for
the participants. UAH's team
has responded to the issue,
he stated, by creating a
unique concrete aggregate to
use in canoe construction.
Wilson adds, "our racing ca
noes are usually longer and
less stable than most regular
canoes. We also use new
technology that allows our
boats to flex while they are
moving in the water."
Team meetings are held
the third Monday night of
each month, with free pizza
and sodas provided for the
participants. The next meet
ing will be held on October
17 at 7 p.m. in room S105 in
Technology Hall on the south
end of campus.
Upcoming events include
a fall retreat at Smith Lake,
near Birmingham.The retreat
will be held on October 21-

22, 2005. Regular practice
sessions of the canoe team
have begun, as they prepare
for their next competition.
All majors are welcome to
join the ASCE. For more de
tails, please log on to http://
www.uah.edu/stndent life/
organizations/ASCE/ or
email Annette Wilson at
annettew'l son (8> vahoo.com
today.
The UAH chapter of the
ASCE has won titles and
demonstrated its knowledge
of engineering through build
ing concrete canoes. It will
continue to paddle its way
through the world, one step
ahead of the competition,
making us proud to be UAH
Chargers.

Scholarships: Investments in the Future
.

By Clay Johnson
Attending college is an
expensive endeavor, to be
sure. For many of the bright
est and most promising stu
dents, one way to offset the
financial burden of univer
sity life is to be awarded a
scholarship.
There are several venues
in which one can pursue a
scholarship. Many benefac
tors not affiliated with univer
sities offer them, and with
today's technology, they are
much easier to find. For in
stance,
http://
www.fastweb.com is billed as
"the largest scholarship
search on the web," and it is
but one of multiple Internet
searches which can help
struggling students find fi
nancial support.
Yet schools, including our
University of Alabama in
Huntsville, often offer schol

arships as well. There are
several different types, but it
is important to note, first, that
for priority consideration to
be given to a hopeful appli
cant, he or she must submit a
scholarship application to
the Office of Student Finan
cial Services no later than
February 1st if hoping to use
the aid to pay for the next full
academic year. For instance,
February V, 2005, was the
deadline to heed for the 200506 year. Students must also,
of course, be admitted to
UAH by that date. FAFSA
(Free Application for Federal
Student Aid) applications
must also be completed by
that date, as some scholar
ships consider financial need
in the selection process.
UAH Endowed Scholar
ships take many forms.
Alumni, parents, and friends,
along with corporations,
foundations, and organiza

tions, have established these
funds recognizing academic
merit, demonstrated financial
need, and athletic or artistic
talent. While the grandiosity
of the grants range from text
book funds to full tuition,
these awards are distributed
on a competitive basis. Infor
mation on the many scholar
ships available is included in
the UAH Undergraduate
Catalog.
Recent comments by
UAH Vice President of Uni
versity Advancement,Derald
Morgan, indicate that stu
dent scholarships are UAH's
highest priority. The univer
sity is strongly pursuing
more endowments and the
expansion of scholarship es
tablishment. This is because
they often attract top-tier aca
demic performers and thus
increase the prestige, perfor
mance level, and growth of
UAH. The prodigies attracted
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by scholarships will help the
local community, as well.
Recent new endowments
demonstrate UAH's drive to
provide more student schol
arships. For instance, two
Administrative Science fac
ulty members, Dr. Jim
Simpson and Dr. David
Berkowitz, and their families
are funding new scholar
ships for their college. One
of the endowments, intended
for undergraduate marketing
students,
honors
Berkowitz's aunt, the ninetyfour-year-old Ruth Wallad,
and her husband, Harry. She
was a librarian, always en
couraging her nephew's in
terest in reading; yet she also
gave financial support in a
key moment of his academic
career. "If not for that, I might
have had to choose an alter
nate career path," he said.
According
to
Dr.
Simpson, "Some of our stu

rvLr tlaot t
dents Lmm
have ijobs
that demand
too much of their time. Per
haps scholarships will allow
a few students to cut back on
their outside work, so they
can become more involved in
campus activities. [We] hope
that students who spend
more time on campus and
participate in student pro
grams will also become active

alumni who will remain in

volved in the life of the uni
versity."
Nowhere is the drive for
scholarship creation more
evident than in the Engineer
ing Department. UAH's En
gineering Dean, Jorge
Aunon, has taken the initia
tive in investing in top stu
dents. Private gifts from UAH
alumni and other donors to
the college inspired him to
challenge the department
chairs and faculty around him
to contribute matching
funds. They responded in

Sending Aid to the Rest of Those in Need
needed supplies. However,
this does bring about the
The Federal Emergency question: who is helping the
Management
Agency other victims? If Louisiana is
(FEMA) has been sending getting most of the aid, where
aid to New Orleans since does that leave residents of
Hurricane Katrinapummeled Mississippi who also need
the Gulf Coast some three help?
The good news is that not
weeks ago. And with more
than a million people dis everyone is completely con
placed, there is no doubt that cerned with New Orleans.
they need it. Also, various Though they do need help,
communities have taken it there are others who need it
upon themselves to send also, perhaps more if they are
water and other much- receiving less aid than Loui

By Julie Roberts

siana. One of those places is
Waveland, Mississippi. The
town has a population of
about 6,700 who not only lost
their city hall, police station,
and fire station, but their
mayor as well. Dr. Jim Smith,
Professor of Chemical and
Materials Engineering at
UAH, had been wondering
how he could help the vic
tims of the hurricane. After
hearing a radio report in
which a member of a church
in Orange Beach, Alabama

plead for the residents of coast. There was even an of
Waveland, he jumped into fer for another trailer and a
action. Not only did he and truck to transport the sup
his family donate their large plies south. In the end, ev
travel trailer to the town, he erything was loaded onto two
also picked up a list of the trailers and escorted to
city's needs and went to the Waveland by Smith with the
radio station, WRSA, to help of two UAH graduate
speak out. Afterwards, he students, Casey Hampton
sent WAFF-TV a story ask and Bart Johnson. They left
ing for donations.
Thanks to his efforts,
5,500 pounds of supplies
were collected for the small
town on the Mississippi

Interested in selling advertisements for the Exponent?
It's EASY! Contact Joseph Terrell by calling 824-6090oremailinghimateditor@exponent.uah.edu.
at representatives receive 20% commissi

force, helping fund eleven
scholarships in less than a
year—almost one-third of the
thirty-nine new endowed
scholarships for the entire
school.
Dr. Berkowitz is optimis
tic about his and others' con
tributions to financing bright
academic endeavors, saying,
"Education is the foundation
that allows a person to suc
ceed in an increasingly com
plex and turbulent world. If
these scholarships help
someone succeed and per
haps stay in school for an
other semester, we have done
the right kinds of things."
Those interested in ap
plying for scholarships can
find the application online at
http://www.uah.edu/HTML/
Admissions/scholar.pdf. For
additional information, con
tact Donna Rasmussen at
(256)824-2755.

on a Friday, and after stop
ping in Orange Beach for the
night (where the initial cry for
help had come from), they
continued to Waveland the
next morning. By Saturday
afternoon, everything had
been unloaded and set up at
a relief center located in a
Kmart parking lot.
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Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Volleyball
(13-3, 3-1)
September 20 UAH 3, West Alabama 2
September 22 UAH 3, Montevallo 1

Upcoming Matches:
October 1 at Missouri St. Louis, 10 a.m.
October 1 at Central Missouri State, 1 p.m.
October 4 vs. West Georgia, 7 p.m.
October 7-8 Henderson State Tournament,~
Arkadelphia, AR
October 11 at Lincoln Memorial

Men's Soccer
(2-7,0-1)
September 23 Montevallo 1, UAH 0
September 25 at Delta State, Rain

Upcoming Games:
September 30 Christian Brothers, 4 p.m.
October 2 Ouachita Baptist, 3:30 p.m.
October 9 West Florida, 1 p.m.

Women's Soccer Returns Winless
By Brian Massey
Friday, the Lady Chargers
traveled to Montevallo, Ala
bama, for their first Gulf
South Conference game of
the 2005 season. UAH en
tered the match with three
wins and four losses, and the
Falcons brought with them
two wins, two losses, and
three ties.
UAH faced off against
Montevallo in front of their

Courtesy of UAH
Sports Information

September 30 Christian Brothers, 1:30 p.m.
October 2 Ouachita Baptist, 1 p.m.
October 7 West Georgia, 3:30 p.m.,
October 9 West Florida 3:30 p.m.

long ball.

(3-5, 0-1)
September 23 Montevallo 1, UAH 0
September 25 at Delta State, Rain

Upcoming Games:

Crosscountry
Lady Chargers (30-0)
Chargers (20-3)
October 1st Memphis, TN
Rhodes Invitational

the contest. Twenty-five min
utes into the second half,
Montevallo's local born Se
nior, Candice Flow, scored the
games only goal. Freshman,
Stacey Balaam, was credited
with an assist on Flow's ninth
goal of the year. UAH was
held to only five shots in the
second half, and the Falcons
would win the game, 1-0.
Both the women's and
men's teams were scheduled
to compete in a double header

against Delta State. The two
games were rained out
though, and the Lady Charg
ers returned home, three and
five with only the one con
ference loss.
This week, the team will
return home and play Friday
and Sunday at Charger field.
Friday, the Lady Chargers will
take on the 1-4-2 Christian
Brothers' Bucs, and Sunday,
they will meet the 4-and-4
Ouachita Baptist Tigers.

Coach Tunon Competes in Oklahoma
UAH assistant softball
coach Karl Tunon narrowly
missed winning the Home
Run Derby at the Hooter's
Championship Series in Okla
homa City, Oklahoma on Sep
tember 22-25 at the ASA Hall
of Fame Stadium Complex. He
was runner-up to Shaun
Ballard of Gabirdtown, Ky.,
who edged Tunon by one

Women's Soccer

biggest crowd of the year as
317 fans watched the close
game. The first half was an
offensive stalemate with the
Lady Chargers only allowing
seven shots and being held
to even less at three.
The teams returned after
halftime with the game knot
ted at zeroes. In the second
half, UAH held Montevallo
to even fewer shots, but one
of those found its way into
the net for the first goal of

Tunon led in the finals
where each participant was
allowed five outs. A four out
rally of six home runs,Tunon
set the bar at eight bombs.
Ballard answered by putting
his first six out of the yard,
before going into a slump
with four consecutive outs.
However, Ballard knocked
out the next three straight, to
claim victory with nine.
Ballard began the evening
with eight homers in round
one. Tunon was close behind
after the first round with
seven home runs, advancing

UAH Assistant Softball Coach Karl Tunon

to the finals.
In addition to his runnerup finish in the home run
derby, Tunon led his team
(Brackins/All State of
Dothan, Ala) to its first Men's
Class D national title. He was
named Division MVP and
member of the all tournament
team. For the tournament,
Tunon, who patrolled the hot
comer at third base, went 12for-16 (.750 BA) at the plate.
Tunon was a member of
the inaugural Charger base

ball team. He played two sea
sons under Coach Bobby
Pierce in 1996 and 1997. Fol
lowing his stint on the dia
mond, he moved on to be
come a volunteer assistant
with the UAH softball pro
gram. After completing his
degree at UAH, Karl became
the Chargers' full time assis
tant coach.
The Amateur Softball As
sociation (ASA), founded in
1933, is the National Govern
ing Body of softball in the

United States and a member
of the United States Olympic
Committee. The ASA has be
come one of the nation's larg
est sports organizations and
now sanctions competition
in every state through a net
work of 89 local associations.
The ASA has grown from a
few hundred teams in the
early days to over 240,000
teams and 40,000 umpires to
day, representing a member
ship of more than three mil
lion.
The ASA Hooters Cham
pionship Series is sponsored
by Hooters Restaurants,
Miller Lite, and Easton. The
ASA Hooters Championship
Series consists of the ASA
National Champions from the
East and West in Men's Class
A, B, C, D and Women's Open
and Class C and D. Each
team captured its respective
East/West ASA National
Championship Final to earn
a spot in the Championship
Series. Teams competed in a
best three out of five game
series over a two day period.

Interested in covering UAH sporting
events for the Exponent?

Tu n« in to what the Atmy National Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition
Assistance, $20,000Student loan Repayment, and up to $10,000
Enlistment Bonus It's called serving your community part-time
while getting full-time benefits Visit 1-800-GO-GUARD.COM/MUSIC
today and get i tunes from iTunesf

VISIT: WWW.1-BOO-GO-GUARD.COM/MUSIC

Contact Sports Editor Heather Evans at
sports @exponent.uah edi i or call 824-6090.
Please direct any questions or comments about the sports section
to Heather Evans via email at

sports @exponent.uah.edii
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Charger Volleyball Team Improves to 13-3
By Candice Burch
Bethany Holder was
named GSC East Defensive
Player of the Week for her
outstanding performance in
the West Alabama and
Montevallo match ups. She
helped UAH go 2-0 this week
and posted 27 kills and 24
digs in the Lady Chargers
two matches
The women have won 8
out of their last 9 games and
now have a 13-3, 3-1 GSC
record.
On Thursday September
22nd
UAH
defeated
Montevallo 3-1 on the road.

After dropping the first game
28-30, the Lady Chargers
fought hard and dominated
the remaining games 30-21,
30-18, and 30-22 for the win.
They bounced back from a 1911 lead by the Falcons in
game two when Senior Emily
Miller tied the game at 25 all
with a kill. Freshman hitter
Kelly Ingram smashed a kill
of her own to give UAH the
lead. The Falcons produced
three straight attack errors
which gave Senior Samantha
Polkowski the chance to
close out the second game
with a kill. At 17-18 in the fi
nal game, the Lady Chargers

Senior Lady Charger Bethany Holder
collects GSC Honors for her
Defensive Play
outscored the Falcons 12-5
to finish off the match. Miller

paced the team with 16 digs
and 18 kills while Senior

Bethany Holder added 14
digs and 17 kills. Senior Molly
Healy chipped in 10 digs and
Junior Kristen Wengert reg
istered 15 kills. Ingram fin
ished with 11 kills and
Polkowski set up 58 assists.
On Tuesday the 20th the
UAH Lady Chargers traveled
to Livingston to take on West
Alabama. They outlasted the
Tigers in a five game battle
and prevailed 28-30,24-30,3017,30-22,16-14. In the final
game, the Lady Tigers were a
point away from a victory.
However, UAH won the next
three points to close out the
match and earned their 12th

win. Miller put on a terrific
show by posting 20 digs and
slamming down 18 kills.
Holder added to the win by
tallying 10 kills and digs.
Polkowski had 61 assists and
11 digs to finish out the
match.
UAH is scheduled to play
Missouri St. Louis and Cen
tral Missouri State in St. Louis
on Saturday October 1st and
will play at home on October
4th against West Georgia in a
GSC match up.

Sports Joke of the Week
Finally Football Makes Sense
A guy took his blonde girlfriend to her first football game. They had great seats right behind their team's
bench. After the game, he asked her how she liked the experience.
"Oh, I really liked it,"she replied, "especially the tight pants and all the big muscles, but I just couldn't
understand why they were killing each other over 25 cents." Dumbfounded, her date asked, "What do you
mean?'
•Well, they flipped a coin, one team got it and then for the rest of the game, all they kept screaming was:
'Get the quarterback! Get the quarterback!' I'm like...Helloooooo? It's only 25 cents!!!!

Intramural Teams of the Week
By Heather Evans

Campus Crusade of League B continued to shut out their opponents for the
second week in a row as they dominated the Southside All-Stars 18-0.

In what proved to be one of the least scoring games thus far in the 2005
season of intramural football, the ATO's rose victorious over the Sigma
Nu's with a final score of 6-0. The only touchdown of the game came in
the final seconds of play and highlighted how much of a defensive contest
the game had become and how stiff the competition is in League A play.

These teams represent but two of the sixteen teams battling it out to be this years Intramural Football Champions. Be sure to catch all the action on Sunday afternoon's
at the Administrative Science Building and pick out your favorite to win it all!
Plus don't forget to check for weekly updates, schedules, and scores online at www.uah.edu/intramural/. Also be sure to keep up with Sandpit Volleyball and 6-Pack
Soccer Intramurals which are also going on right now!
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Medea, Music, Marriage,
and Movies
By Clay Johnson

Entertainment

Entertainment Editor

On Thursday, September 22, the steps
outside the University Center—you know, the
ones that lead down to the bookstore and
game room—played host to Medea, "a very
short play," The show was put on by the CM
340 Play Production class, taught by new fac
ulty member, David Harwell. I've taken one of
his classes, and he's a great, enthusiastic
teacher, so it's little surprise that his attitude
imprinted on the students such that their per
formance could be described in those same
terms.
The play was a quick and quirky piece,
functioning mainly as a comedic satire of
Greek tragedies. Kathryn Wilson played the
over-the-top title character, while her es
tranged and subsequently lobotomized hus
band was played by Jason Pittman. An ofthilarious chorus and other characters filled
out the cast, clad in what appeared to be bed
sheets. It was all in good fun, and the group
staged three performances of this, their first
public test.
The class is going to put on more perfor
mances later in the semester, so keep your
bloodshot eyes peeled for posters that might give you a clue as to when and where to ex
pect their next attack on your boredom. And
don't hesitate to try out for the class next
semester, since Mr. Harwell has indicated that
it should be offered again. Maybe you'll be
the next master actor to grace the UC steps.
The Big Spring Jam took place this past
weekend, as well. I had actually never been
to the event until this year. It was an interest
ing experience, though there were few acts
there that interested me. I was really looking
forward mostly to the Black Crowes and Jour
ney. I missed Journey (but without Steve
Perry, do they even count as Journey any
way?) but checked out the Crowes. They
stretched out nicely with some extended
pieces and their brand of Faces-style oldschool rock came across excellently.
Another big piece of news was the release
of The Corpse Bride. Anybody who's been
reading my columns knows (and, by the way,
a hearty thanks to the handful of true believ
ers who patronize my drivel) I've been look
ing forward to this one for quite a while. Thus
I checked it out on opening day, and it didn't
disappoint.
The stop-motion animation—which more
movies should use—was brilliantly con
ceived, and, as always, it lends an air of nur
ture and tender care to the crafting of the film
that seeps through into the audience. The
inspired visual flair of the fdm was its great
est asset, though its gothic overtones and
sly humor didn't disappoint, either. The story
was great, the musical numbers were of high
quality (if not quite up to the high mark set by
Nightmare Before Christmas), and the act
ing and direction were superb. Overall, a
thumbs up.
Before the movie they showed a preview
of the next Harry Potter flick. Wow, it looked
great—much better than the first two and,
I'm sure, better than Prisoner of Azkaban.
The musical piece on the trailer was, I as
sume, by John Williams, master composer, and
it was awesome. The visuals looked slightly
re-imagined, as well, and they appear to be an
improvement with a more Lord of the Rings
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New
By Michael
Cummings
When I went to Sunburst
Records to pick up a copy of
Plans, Death Cab For Cutie's
fifth album, I had a short, but
interesting, conversation
with the store's owner.
After inspecting the
back of the CD, as is his cus
tom, he paused for a moment.
"Looks like they signed
to a new label," he said.
"Yeah, they're on Atlan
tic now," I replied before ex
plaining my ambivalence on
the topic to him.
His response was more
fitting than I think he realized.
"I always thought that
part of their charm was that
they were independent."

Plans
for Death Cab for Cutie
He was right, of course.
I—and I'm sure I'm not
alone—always enjoyed
Death Cab, in part, because
they belonged to me. Sure, I
enjoyed their trademark
chord outlines and witty lyr
ics. I always appreciated their
soft, subdued, lo-fi pop gems.
But those gems were mine
almost as much as they be
longed to the band.
And so it seems, both
Death Cab and I are at a
crossroads. Indeed, Plans
could be the end for Death
Cab and me, or it could be a
new beginning.
With that in mind, I am
pleased to admit that as much
as I wanted to hate Plans, I
really don't. On the contrary,
I enjoy it more with every lis

ten.
But that's not to imply
that the album is flawless.
Lead single, "Soul Meets
Body," teeters between con
fusing and cloying. Singer/
guitarist, Ben Gibbard,
reaches just a bit too high to
hit the title lyrics midway
through the number. Unfor
tunately, the resulting vocal
is cringe-inducing.
"Soul" is sandwiched,
however, in between two ex
cellent tracks. The first,
"Marching Bands of Man
hattan," is classic Death Cab.
This time, Gibbard gets the
vocals right with a catchy
hook: "Your love is gonna
drown." Meanwhile, bassist,
Nick Harmer, controls the ac
tion with an interesting start-

stop pattern.
The second is "Summer
Skin," a sublime piano num
ber lamenting the impending
winter of a dying relationship.
Again, Harmer brings a mes
merizing bass line, but this
time, drummer, Jason McGerr,
steals the spotlight with an
immensely satisfying beat.
Perhaps the boys should
have considered this one for
the lead single.
Immediately following
"Summer Skin"is another pi
ano piece, "Different Names
For the Same Thing." If any
track defines Plans, it is "Dif
ferent Names." The first two
minutes are a gorgeous bal
lad that wouldn't feel all that
out of place on the second
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Angels & Demons Illuminates
By Marie Nefertiti
There are few people to
day who haven't heard of
Dan Brown's bestselling
novel, The Da Vinci Code.
From the moment it exploded
onto the scene in 2003, it has
raised storms of controversy
unheard of in recent years.
Less well-known, however, is
Brown's earlier effort, Angels
& Demons. Released in May
of 2001, Angels & Demons is
a precursor to The Da Vinci
Code, introducing readers to
the world of Harvard
symbologist,
Robert
Langdon, the main character
and hero of both books.
Although both novels are

a few years old, they have
recently been re-released in
special illustrated editions,
containing hundreds of illus
trations and photographs of
the often obscure works of
art, architecture, and other
minutiae referenced within
their pages. Although Angels
& Demons was originally
published almost two years
before The Da Vinci Code,its
illustrated edition was only
released this past May, sev
eral months after the publi
cation of it illustrated sequel.
This two-part article will re
view both original novels as
well as their recently pub
lished illustrated counter
parts.

Angels & Demons opens
as Robert Langdon, a profes
sor of symbology at Harvard
University, receives a myste
rious phone call in the middle
of the night, seeking his pro
fessional expertise in the
analysis of a bizarre murder
scene. Skeptical at first,
Langdon's doubts are
quickly washed away when
he receives a fax, depicting a
photo of a human corpse
whose chest has been
branded with the long-lost
symbol of an ancient secret
society which has been pre
sumed dead for nearly a cen
tury. Horrified but fascinated,
Langdon responds to the
mysterious call for aid and

unwittingly embarks on a
quest to save humanity from
a technology more powerful
and deadly than any weapon
of mass destruction the
world has ever seen.
Within hours, the mildmannered Harvard professor
finds himself halfway across
the world, entrenched at the
heart of a centuries-old con
spiracy to settle an ancient
vendetta. Finding his own life
on the line, Langdon must
use all of his wits and exten
sive knowledge of religious
symbolism to solve the mys
tery laid before him and
scramble a step ahead of the
unbelievably powerful entity
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Jam Patrons Enjoy Gift of Giving
By Sean Magers
Tens of thousands of mu
sic enthusiasts have poured
into the gates of Huntsville's
Big Spring Jam each year
since 1993. What the typical
enthusiast
of
North
Alabama's largest music fes
tival may not know is that a
portion of each weekend or
day pass they buy also feeds
into our local charities.
The Big Spring Jam aver
ages about $50,000 in chari
table donations each year
and has donated over a half
million dollars in its 13 years
of entertaining. Although the
Big Spring Jam determines
the total donation based on
the profit margin for each
year, David Hargrove, head
of Media Relations for the Big
Spring Jam, anticipates a
comparable donation this

year. The Big Spring Jam staff
will announce the contribu
tion totals after the weekendlong event.
A charity selection com
mittee determines the organi
zations that will benefit from
the donations based on the
charity's formal proposal and
specific amount requests.
This year, the charity panel
received over 40 proposals
and selected 14. Of the ben
eficiaries, nine ire health and
human services agencies.
The 14 non-profit organi
zations that will benefit in
clude the Ability Foundation;
Angel Flight; the Arts Coun
cil of Huntsville/Madison
County; the Blount Hospital
ity House; the Botanical Gar
den of Huntsville/Madison
County; the National
Children's Advocacy Center,
Friends, Inc.; the Harris Home

for Children; Huntsville Child
Care Center; the Huntsville
Hospital Foundation; the
Huntsville Symphony Or
chestra; Junior Achievement
of Northern Alabama; the
Land Trust of Huntsville/
Madison County; and the
Mental Health Center of
Madison County.
Donating money is not the
only method of charity from
this year's Big Spring Jam;
they have given booth space
to the Salvation Army to col
lect financial contributions
from patrons of the Jam for
victims of Hurricane Katrina.
After Hurricane Katrina,
the Red Cross is a notable
omission to this year's list of
charity recipients despite
their active drive for dona
tions. In fact, the non-profit
organization has never been
awarded a grant from the Big

Spring Jam despite annual
attempts. "We submitted a
grant application to the Big
Spring Jam Office via email on
September 2nd, as per their
guidelines," said Mary
Alonzo of the Red Cross.
The selection committee
offered the Red Cross booth
space at this year's festival,
but Alonzo regrets that they
were "unable to take advan
tage of the opportunity.' Ac
cording to Hargrove, the Red
Cross declined the offer due
to "a shortage of resources
this weekend."
The Big Spring Jam took
place this past weekend, Sep
tember 23-25. Those inter
ested in volunteering for the
Red Cross can contact
Huntsville's local chapter at
(256)536-0084.
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Get Your Fill at Carrabba's Grill
By Sarah Hard
When Carrabba's Italian
Grill first opened in the Park
way Place Mall this July, I
was thrilled. This restaurant
is typically reserved for larger
cities such as Nashville and
Birmingham and is a new step
in Huntsville's "big city" sta
tus. This was a restaurant
whose dining I must experi
ence.
One of the interesting
things about the exterior of
this place is the foliage that
grows on the roof. Each
Carrabba's has this trademark
decoration, and it really
catches ones eye to see a
rooftop garden growing at
the mall as you fly down
Memorial Parkway.
When I arrived for dinner,
the place was packed, but to
my surprise we were seated
rather quickly. The lighting in
the restaurant is very dim,

and it gave the feel of a se
cluded, romantic getaway.
Fortunately, the lighting was
not too dim to see an A on a
health rating, putting me in a
good mood for dinner.
After placing our drink
orders, my friend and I re
ceived a basket of bread to
dip into olive oil and season
ings. For those of you who
appreciate Macaroni Grill's
rosemary bread and olive oil
dip, the taste is very similar.
This appetizer is obviously an
Italian version of chips and
salsa, and while it reminded
me of Macaroni Grill, the ol
ive oil had a stronger flavor
and the bread came already
sliced without rosemary
added. This is an important
detail because I have found
it slightly uncomfortable to
tear off and eat a communal
loaf of bread in the company
of people with whom I may
not be that close. With the

bread individually sliced, you
can just pick up a piece—no
threat of sharing germs if you
worry about that sort of
thing.
The menu that we were
given had many diverse food
choices, everything from the
usual Italian Classics (lasagna, spaghetti, and manicotti)
to specialty items, such as
salmon, steak, and chicken
thrown on the grill. Our waiter
recommended that we
choose something from the
grill, as that was their spe
cialty, so we picked the Sir
loin Marsala.This was an 11ounce, center-cut sirloin
grilled and topped with a
mushroom and Marsala wine
sauce.
The meal came with my
choice of a soup or salad, and
choice of garlic mashed po
tatoes, spaghetti pomodoro,
cavatappi amatriciana, or
vegetable of the day. Since I

didn't know what many of
those side items were, I went
with garlic mashed potatoes
and wasn't disappointed.
Since we arrived during
peak business hours, it took
a little while to get our food,
but it was not unreasonable
for the time of day that we
were there. The sirloin was
tender and the mashed pota
toes were just fine, also. Con
sidering the entire experience,
I was very satisfied with the
service and the food. The
price for the meal sat at just
under $20 for a one person
meal. This is rather pricey for
dinner unless it's a date night,
but there are other items on
the menu for a little less. The
similarity to Macaroni Grill is
unmistakable, but they do not
appreciate the comparison, as
I was informed that night.
Still, if you are interested, this
is Macaroni Grill, but a little
more upscale and pricey.

Here Comes the Corpse Bride
By Nathaniel Pence
The slightly eccentric Tim
Burton has had two films re
leased this year. The first was
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory which did exception
ally well at the box office this
past summer, although some
critics felt that Johnny Depp's
portrayal of Willy Wonka was
a bit farfetched, if not creepy.
I enjoyed Depp's character,
personally, and his portrayal
of the timid and often
creeped-out, Victor of Corpse
Bride was equally pleasing. In
the latter film, Victor is sched
uled to marry Victoria, a
woman that he has never met
and is not entirely sure he is
prepared to wed.
Victoria herself is also hesi
tant about the prearranged
wedding, and she wonders
what would happen if she
should happen to not like Vic
tor. Her parents quickly inform
her that you do not have to
like your spouse. You simply

Top Ten Albums

have to enjoy the benefits
that either partner can bring
to the mix. The ironic trouble
with Victor and Victoria's mar
riage is that they are both set
up to marry the other so their
families can become part of
the fortune that neither actu
ally has. In short, they better
have love because they will|
not have much else, even £
though the issue is never s
fully addressed.
On the day of the wedding
|
rehearsal, Victor finally meets §
Victoria and begins to grow %
quite fond of her, but he is °still uncertain about marriage Depp plays with fire in Corpse Bride
and cannot, therefore, re
member his vows. Ashamed,
he takes a walk through the
woods, practicing the vows
the whole time with the wed
ding ring that is meant for
all
Victoria. He manages to get
them right and places the ring
on the root of a tree, happy
to finally be ready for mar
Calandar of Events for theCity of Huntsville
riage.

OPPORTUNITIES
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Top Ten Movies
1. Flightplan
2. Tim Burton's Corpse Bride
3. Just Like Heaven
4. Roll Bounce
5. The Exorcism of Emily
Rose
6. Lord of War
7. The 40-Year-Old Virgin
8. The Constant Gardener
9. Transporter 2
io. Cry Wolf

1. The People's Champ Paul Wall
2. Late Registration Kanye West
3- Nothing is Sound Switchfoot
4. Jasper County Trisha Yearwood
5. PCD The Pussycat Dolls
6- Chaos and Creation in the Backyard Pau
McCartney

7. Welcome to Jamrock Damian "Jr. Gong" Marley
8. Monkey Business The Black Eyed Peas
9. The Emancipation of Mimi Mariah Carey
10. Charlie, Last Name Wilson Charlie Wilson

Sept 29 George Carlin Live: "Off Base & On Tar
get" @ Von Braun Center Concert Hall, Huntsville, AL
Sept 30 - Oct 1 Alexander & The Terrible, No
Good, Very Bad Day @ Lee High School, Huntsville,
AL
Oct 1 Glaciers Concert Series @ Ice Complex, Hunts
ville, AL
Oct 7-9 Jungle Book @ Von Braun Center Play
house, Huntsville, AL
Oct 7 Concert: The Beaux Arts Trio @ Trinity United
Methodist Church, Huntsville, AL
Oct 7 Concert: Gretchen Wilson with Special Guests
@ Von Braun Center Arena,
Huntsville, AL
Oct 7 United States Marine Band @ Huntsville High
School Auditorium
Oct 8 Comedian Tim Wilson @ Von Braun Center
Concert Hall, Huntsville, AL

29 September - 12 October 7

Cade McKee
ACE President

John Kiser
ACE Vice President
Class. What is class? Class is Spanish for
"sucky thing which I pay money to go to." So
when someone says they hate class, they are
actually speaking to you in Spanish. You should
therefore look at them in a puzzled manner and
reply, "I'm sorry. I don't speak Spanish. Could
you please repeat yourself, but in English this
time." Man, that would be funny.
So, there will not be another ACE event until
October 12, 2005. Does that make you sad? It
should. Does it make me sad? Not really. The
reason we don't have an event these next 2
weeks is because the ACE board is going to a
conference, and then fall break is upon us. Why
would Cade be sad about going on trips? Since
this column will have to last you until after fall
break is over, I feel like I should give you a pre
view of how my fall break should go. And the
adventure begins...
Wednesday night, Cheek, Jaime, and I leave
for Florida at about 11:30 PM. We get to the
destination about 6 hours later, arriving at the
residence of Hotpants. (For those of you who
saw me at the Better Than Ezra concert last
spring, yes, that Hotpants). We pass out. Thurs
day, I lose track of Jamie and Cheek in Epcot
Center. Cheek probably tried to hit the big golf
ball with a stick, and they got thrown out. I get
thrown out for trying to pick up Little Red Riding
Hood. She was 13. We all get back together, pick
Hotpants up from work, and go ride the ponies at
the fair. We pass out. Friday is a blur, mainly due
to the toad licking. When I wake up, I find out I
wet my pants. Sweet. Saturday, Jamie and
Hotpants take us to the mall so me and Cheek
can go to Bath and Body Works for some sweetsmelling lotions. Then we might go to Bed, Bath,
and Beyond. I don't know. I don't know if we'll
have enough time. Then they take us to the play
ground for some jungle-gym action. I throw sand
in Cheeks eye to gain the upper hand. He then
suplexes me into the slide. Jamie proceeds to
hand-spank Cheek, while Hotpants whips me with
a belt. My eye catches Cheek's. "Mission Ac
complished" we both think, a smile playing on
our hps. Sunday, we begin the long journey home
to sucky thing which I pay money to go to.
Luke Stevens,I apologize for misspelling your
name. I never meant to hurt you. Congrats to
ACE: Champions of Justice for letting everyone
win at the soccer game. Jeff and John, we would
follow you to Dickerson Road and back, as long
as Barbie pays. John and Barbie give a shout
out to Laura Moore: SHOUT!
Now to this week's Fan of the Week! A cer
tain person wrote to the Exponent with some mi
nor complaints. That is great that this person
wanted a change and took the initiative to do
something about it. That was his right. Until he
complained about me. He said that mine and
John's pictures needed to be updated. UP
DATED! I know that I'm not much to look at, but
me throwing the "Derek Zoolander Blue Steer
look is just too good not to put in the paper. And
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Editorial

Newly Updated Online
Edition
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

LETTERS

to

Finally fall break is here. There will be no Expo
nent next week, as there will be no students here
on Thursday or Friday (of course except those of
us who live here). The next issue will hit the stands
on October 13.
Here is something I have been discussing with
several Exponent staff members and SGA member
Sam Gillis (on Monday nights afterSGA meetings):
overhauling the layout of the Exponent. We could
have the best possible news and information in
our newspaper, but if we fail to present it in a readerfriendly format, our best efforts will fall short. So
what can you expect to see different? Well, this
will be a rather long process, but we have already
started. We will start trying to integrate sub-head
lines into a select number of our news and sports
articles. As far as I know, the Exponent has never
used sub-headlines (I do not know this for a fact,
but I have looked through various archived expo
nents from the last 10 years or so, finding not one
article that contains a sub headline). This improves
the appearance of our paper and gives the reader
extra information about the subject of any given
article.
Additionally, I plan on increasing the size of
the photos that accompany our feature articles.
The first example of this can be seen on page one
of this issue, (also a good example of a sub-headline). And no, this isn't a tactic to use up more
space, but an attempt to improve the aesthetic
quality of our newspaper. I am also looking at
ways to improve the appearance of the front page,
I mean, wouldn't it look nice to have the "The
Exponent" banner stretching across the whole
width of the page as opposed to about two-thirds
of it? Well, it is definitely something to consider,
along with minimizing our 'article preview' feature
along the left side of the front page.
And in response to the layout critique provided
by Mr. Blackwell regarding our newspaper, I will
say that I agree with most of his comments per
taining to our layout. However, I do not agree with
his comments on the President's corner and ACE
in Your Face columns. The ACE column is meant
to be entertaining, so please don't take this col
umn to seriously in the future....just laugh: it's
funny. And if President Schueler wants to use the
Caps Lock feature to bring attention to informa
tion he deems important in his column, I person
ally have no problem with that. And as mentioned
at the beginning of this column, we are actively
seeking ways to improve the layout of the Expo
nent, so thanks Chris for your comments.
The Exponent now has an online edition! Our
new online editor is Patrick Collins, who is also
involved with the Student Government Associa
tion Senate. That means the crossword puzzle
answers will no longer be published in the news
paper, but they will be available online. Visit our
site at www.uahexponent.com.
And as always, if you have any questions or
comments pertaining to any aspect of the opera
tion of the Exponent, feel free to email me at
editor@exponent.uah.edu. and I will be more than
happy to get back to you in a timely manner. By
the way, if you are wanting to come by the office in
UC 104 to ask a question, the best days to come
are Monday and Tuesday afternoons, (until
11:00PM on Tuesdays). But email is always the
preferred method to initiate contact, where I will
then follow up and schedule a meeting if neces
sary.

the

Dear Editor,
I'm writing this letter to
address a few concerns I
have with trends I'm seeing
in recent issues of The Expo
nent. As a whole, it's a ter
rific publication, but I feel
there are a few specific points
to address.
First, please enforce a
"global" sort of format or lay
out for columns and articles.
The most recent issue (22-28
September) is quite good, as
this goes, but there are two
glaring exceptions: "ACE in
your FACE" and "President's
Corner." The discrepancy in
the margins on these articles
is quite distracting, but I can
see why it is done. If you
have a problem with writers
meeting length requirements,
perhaps you can shorten
their column and place a small
ad or blurb promoting an oncampus event.
This margin issue is also
seen in, "Greek Speak," and,
"Checking In ...," but are
much less distracting. There
are a few instances of incon
sistency on font face and size
from one column/article to the
next, but that's a really minor
nit to pick.
My next point is the

Dear Anonymous Joe,
You have a very gross

p.m. on Friday. The Exponent reserves the right to edit all
materials submitted for publication.

"style" that these same col
umns are presented. Ryan
Schueler's column is the most
offending in this regard, with
his flagrant abuse of the,
"Caps Lock," key and the
weird way in which he uses
what look to be headlines and
blurbs below each headline.
Perhaps writers should be
encouraged to adhere to the
impressive standards that
other writers and reporters
adhere to? Doing such would
benefit the overall presenta
tion of the paper a great deal.
Finally I take an issue with
the "Photo of the Week" pre
sented in this issue. This be
gan as a novel idea to see in
teresting snapshots of life on
campus, but do wereally need
to see a picture of a girl with
her head crammed into the
toilet? If it's a candid shot,
she's certainly bound to be
embarrassed. If it was
staged, shame on the pho
tographer for bludgeoning
the rest of us with his taste in
art. This photograph is com
pletely inappropriate.
The photos of Cade
McKee and John Kiser could
use some revision, but their
entire column seemslike more
of an opportunity to show
their wit than to present

Dear Suzy
Dear Suzy,
My roommate is picking
his nose all the time and
leaving boogers on every
thing! It is absolutely dis
gusting. I keep finding
boogers everywhere ...
from the couch to the
kitchen sink! I have never
known him before and each
time I bring over a friend or
a girl, they never want to
come back! Once, I was
getting a girl I was inter
ested in a coke from the
fridge and she freaked out
because there was a booger
on the side! What do I do?
I have tried to tell him, but
he denies it!
Anonymous Joe

Deadline for having letters of 300 words or less turned in is 2

something useful. I particu
larly contest the claim that
"toga" is some Roman word
for, "love." The Oxford Ameri
can Dictionary gives the ety
mology for, "toga," with ori
gins in the Latin, "tegere,"
meaning, "to cover." Blatant
disinformation has no place
in an official publication of
any university.
Having said all of this, let
me take an opportunity to
praise part of the paper that I
used to despise. "Dear
Suzy," used to be petty and
obnoxious, but she has
grown into a writer that may
not be particularly entertain
ing, but is at least informa
tive and helpful.
I trust that this part of the
paper is genuine (as in, "not
staged"), but it's grown into
an asset, nonetheless. Addi
tionally, the Sports spread
(pages 8 and 9) is consis
tently good, both in aesthet
ics and content.
I'd love to be part of the
solution rather than another
faceless complaint, but I re
gret that I can not commit to
another project of that sort
of scale. Between school,
work, my volunteer efforts in
Scouting, and a few other
minor long-term commit

ments, I just don't have the
time. Rest assured, though,
that I'd be more than happy
to step up to the task if I
could.
I know I've exceeded the
300-word limit for publication,
but so be it. I didn't write
this just to see my name in
print. I'm hoping to help the
cause at The Exponent.
I hope this email helps and
that calling attention to these
details helps make The Expo
nent a better representation
of the students and faculty
of UAH. That, after all, one
of the goals of an official pub
lication, is it not?
Thanks,
Chris Blackwell

Dear Editor,
"Communicate, Commu
nicate
Make Me Your Nomi
nate"
Vote Shaun for SGA SEN
ATE & Take the 1st Step
Towards Making a Differ
ence on OUR
CAMPUS!!!
Shaunedra Hudson

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight Letters should be sent to
uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist. Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

roommate and I feel very bad roommates and you might the 70's and I think it was
for you. Are you sure it is want to confront him about built in the 60's. Who is
him and not some kind of mad it, but don't be mean. If that right?
prank? There are several at might seem difficult, make it
-J
tributes of addictions (if he obvious that you know
is addicted to picking his about the boogers every
Dear J,
nose and stuff and I am not a where and that enough is
The library went under
psychologist, so correct me enough about it. He might construction in 1968. Here's
if I am wrong): denial, failing catch on. Make sure you a picture of it when it was
to ask for help, lack of other sanitize your apartment/ being built:
pleasures, underlying defi rooms/whatever you are in.
ciencies in coping and life If he is still denies it and you
management skills, giving in definitely know it's him, you
to temptation, failing to keep might want to contact your
your word, failing to do what RA is you are in the dorms or
is necessary, and failing to hide most if not all your items
anticipate and deal with re in your bedroom so that they
If you are interested in any
lapses. It sounds like he don't end up getting his stuff of UAH's history, this is a
might have a few of these.
on them. Good luck!
good article to read:
Although addictions aren't
http://urnet.uah.edu/
funny and are serious, I think
news/pdf/U AHhistory.pdf
your roommate might need
Dear Suzy,
some help with this on going
How old is the library?
issue. Talk with your other My friend says it was built in
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President's
Comer

Funding Requests Approved in House
Lauren Mobley
The weekly SGA Assem
bly meeting opened with the
president from the UAH Col
lege Democrats, Sterling
High, who spoke about the
Higher Education Act (HEA)
reauthorization bill which is
up for vote during this con
gressional session. The act
is being pushed through to
cut down the deficit that was
created by tax cuts for the
wealthy and the current war.
The HEA reauthorization bill
will freeze or cut funding for
critical student aid programs,
force students to pay thou
sands more for college loans,
eliminate key protections for
students, and will allow bil
lions of dollars in wasteful
subsidies to student lenders.
The UAH Democrats are
starting petitions around
campus in order to have a
voice in stopping this bill
from going into effect. Higher
Education Day will be held
on April 6th from 8am to 6pm
in Montgomery. Other uni
versities from around the

state will be attending as well.
People who want to go may
sign up, and they will be given
an excuse from class signed
by President Franz.
SGA Senate Elections will
be October 19th and 20th in the
UC lobby. Additionally, the
International Cultural Organi
zation will be hosting its an
nual International Dance &
Music Night on October 12th
in the NCRH Great Room at
7:30 p.m. The event will in
clude belly dancers and free
food!! Finally, the STARS
program here at UAH is look
ing for a new leader.
For the weekly SGA
House Meeting, the Society
of Women Engineers, Kappa
Delta Pi, International Cul
tural Organization., and SECH
Hall Counsel had representa
tives come out and request
funding for upcoming events
that each organization will be
participating in and hosting.
Kappa Delta Pi was approved
for the amount of money they
requested for a trip that the
group taking in November.
The International Cultural

Organization requested a
small amount of money that
will assist them in making
their annual Dance & Music
Night a success. SECH hous
ing will be purchasing
bleachers and redoing the
volleyball court. These
bleachers will include bill
boards from sponsors. Po
tential sponsors for right now
include Domino's Pizza,
Steak Out, Papa John's, and
Quizno's. SECH had received
an estimate of the total cost
and as of now, the Depart
ment of Housing has decided
to donate half of what SECH
needs. The other half of the
expense is what they asked
SGA to cover. The Society of
Women Engineers also re
quested funding from SGA
for their upcoming confer
ence that they will be attend
ing in California in early No
vember. The conference will
address new ideas for team
competition. Although this
organization has not been
very active on campus for a
while, they do plan to hold
socials and mix events this

school year. Also, brought up
in the House meeting were
comments about the current
recycling plan that we have
on campus. Many people
have been participating in
recycling aluminum cans, but
representatives say that in
residence halls, improvement
has yet to be seen. A resolu
tion for the advancement of
the University Recycling Pro
gram has been passed, ex
tending the current program
to include all housing com
plexes, placing them in con
venient locations such as
designated trash rooms. Ad
ditionally, a special commit
tee will be created to review
the placement of recycling
bins on campus, invested
with the power to make addi
tional recommendations for
the Recycling Program as
needed. Next week's meeting
will feature an assembly meet
ing, where Senate candidates
will give short speeches to
the body.

Verhulst: New Higher Ed Director
By Joseph Terrell
SGA President Ryan
Schueler's nominee for SGA
Director of Higher Education,
Michael Verhulst, was unani
mously approved during
Monday's Senate meeting.
In presenting Verhulst to
the Senate, President
Schueler touted his impres
sive resume as a record of his
ability to excel in the role of
Higher Ed. Director, adding
that Verhulst had already
made a great impression on
the interviewers during the
first stage of the confirmation
process.
As the acting director he
will be responsible for mak
ing trips to Montgomery to
confer with legislators, rep
resenting UAH in advocat

ing higher education in the
state of Alabama.
The Charger Cafe will be
gin offering a 'to-go' service
in two weeks. This particular
service will be offered out
side the entrance of the Caf
eteria. Stay tuned for addi
tional details as they are made
available.
This year's SGA retreat
will not be held in Niagra this
year. Last year, contingent on
the receipt of a $75 deposit,
students were taken to
Niagra to watch the UAH
hockey team compete. This
year's destination has been
changed to Colorado, so
keep reading the SGA review
to learn more about how you
can attend this event.
Elections are coming up
soon for the Senate. The

SGA President

UAH Student Body,
-All the applications for the SGA Senate elec
tions are in. Thanks to all of you who decided to
make a difference by applying to represent your
class in the SGA Senate. Rules and guidelines for
campaigning can be picked up in UC 106, MondayFriday 8:15am-5:00pm.
-Senate Elections will be held October 19th & 20th
in the UC Lobby. Come out and VOTE for thecandi
dates that YOU want to REPRESENT YOUR VOICE.

-Students, continue to support the USA
Today Readership Program! So far the
program has been a success. The Read
ership Program allows students to pick up
free copies of USA Today and The Huntsville Times everv business dav FOR
FREE. You will be able to keep up with
current events and stay on top of the lat
est news. The USA Today bins will he lo
cated in the University Center and North
Campus Residence Hall.
-TV's in the UC Lobby and Charger Cafe... The
Student Government Association is working to have
televisions placed in the UC Lobby and Charger
Cafe for students watch between class and while
hanging out. Details of this new program will be out
soon. Keep a look out for the TV's and let the SGA
know what you think.
There are even more great things happening this
semester within the SGA. To keep up to date, fre
quently check the SGA website at http://
www.uah.edu/sga. and as always, feel free to drop
by the office in UC 106.
Until Next Week,

New higher ed director, Michael Verhulst, was confirmed
during Monday's senate meeting

House of Representatives is
invested with the responsi
bility of organizing these
elections. The next issue of
the Exponent, October 13, will
feature a photo spread in
cluding each candidate

present at the SGA assembly
meeting, where they will give
their respective speeches. Be
sure to vote for the individu
als who will be representing
your constituency (by class,
i.e. Freshman, Graduate, etc.).

The Exponent is currently seeking candidates for
Business Manager. All interested individuals should
contact Stephanie Watson
position encompasses.

Ryan Schueler

Ryan Schueler
SGA-President
SGA@UAH.edu
256-824-2728

uahexponent.com
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5)
Neither the Univer event.
sity Center nor the University
7)
This exception ap
Food Service will supply plies to refreshments only; no
dishes, plates, cups, napkins, full meals may be served.
or any other item necessary
8)
Refreshment list
to serve the refreshments.
must be brought to the
6)
The sponsoring or Director's office and ap
ganization is responsible for proved prior to serving.
cleaning up all food and bev
The exceptions include
erage prior to leaving the giving advance notice to the

UC, prior to any student ac
tivity. Though there is an
obvious limitation, even in
the list he provides.
In light of this exception,
the demand for clarification
on the motivating factors
arose. Clearly, the need to
impose aconsistent policy, as
well as ensure safety for stu

dents, is the primary goal, but purpose. The food policy is
when all other safety issues designed to decrease the like
and regulations have been lihood of improper food han
met, the question remains, dling. The University
"How much of a role does Center's budget is in no way
profit play into the UC food tied to the Food Service Rev
policy?" Mr. Saunders re enue." Mr. Saunders' attempt
sponded with a firm, "No. All to pacify students may only
University Center policies are add to the frustration as stu
implemented for a specific dents tend to prefer using

their student cards at restau
rants such as Domino's and
Quizno's but remain prohib
ited from bringing those food
items into the UC, in spite of
these restaurants' ability to
pass MCHD inspections as
well.

CLUBWIRE
the UAH Arab ClubM ???'atelrb®y?!?"c^eSd'y Sep'eInberClasses wl" be hdd

"'"'"S1' Thursday. Stay tuned for the class times. For more information email

^UAHThMnrtutliaub: The Pain,ball Club will be mtendinga2?h(???utriog?ie?f^ye??lle/rN on November 12 and 1dTMOTehifoimation will appear in Club Wire lateiT

^^^"^^''"-""^"""^''•^•^^"^Auditorium^^spealcerKirkZamlemr.-JusdceforAh-Volmrumr.CaUbsW

spo^^ra%^rar^sep,emb"29 @
4:00pm'Second and four,h Wednesdays
students are welcome to jom the UAH College Democrats. For more

of the month at 7:00pm. Tbe'Mm^evtnfFteToSte 19ft taTOtall'"
information contact uahcol1epeHe.ms@vahno mm

volunteer work in addition to raising moTyfm

Ltdthe'wo^ToIfo

IF YOU SAVE A HERO WHAT DOES THAT MAKE YOU?

organization that performs

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE

U.S. AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE SLOE

Iaiik flrttkiitfirtstitt»k*stt Muf bQmm as m enkir m ttM
Usltai Stain Amy. Offtcgr CwdMats ScEeol (DCS) provMas tt»
^•ctlan, tratafei «*f >k«s job s wd & Hcmm « iu«sr jR ttw
tm, ani < indari. h Aftw coe,^ Btec CBntte1 w-l.
ctnikfartai participate is OCS tnhfat for M toaaks sad then
attend tht Officer lasic Caarw. As in Officer. ysull be resected
as a Soiriier, in Inipirtef Ssador and i mfymI of the nation.
To 8ml oal mora, reft SOARMY.COM/DCS or call 1-SBC-8SA-ARMY.

Ask about

Skill Training &
Money for
College

Where: Huntsvilte Army Recruiting Office or call 256-764-5112
When: Monday thru Friday, 9am -5pm
Who: Call Sergeant John Murphy for details
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PERRIN from page 1
and higher paying jobs, guar
anteeing seniors greater nurs
ing care."
The UAH College Demo
crats has a strong member
ship and continues to grow

in numbers. They maintain an
email database of nearly 200
students and have at least 25
that regularly attend meet
ings. You can join them in
Morton Hall, room 337, on the

first and third Tuesdays of
each month at 4 p.m., and on
the second and fourth
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. Presi
dent, High says, "We plan on
staying busy throughout the

year. We are having a 'Free
dom Fest' on the 19th of Oc
tober in the Wilson Hall au
ditorium from 7 until 9. We're
going to be celebrating the
liberty and freedom that we

as Americans enjoy. There
will be free food, music and
speakers...Our main goals
this year are to keep the UAH
community up to date on the
issues that affect them, get

them involved in the political
process, and help out those
less fortunate in our area
through philanthropic work."

Hour fame is the director, af
ter Brian Singer bailed out to
make a big-budget Superman
for the silver screen and sub
sequent directors quit the
project. I'm not all that sure

that the transition from Rush
Hour to X-Men will be a
smooth one. Some are say
ing that the Marvel movies,
so well-received initially with
Spider-Man, Blade, X-Men

and so on, are going down
hill with clunkers like Elek.tra
and Hulk. I bet Spidey's next
outing, due in 2007, will still
be a killer, though.
And that's it for this light-

weight edition of my column,
I obviously really need the
upcoming break. We won't
have a paper next week, so
check back in two whole
weeks to see a (hopefully)

recharged rant-fest.

Bed," could be the highlight
of the collection. The trade-

mark Death Cab piano begins
with a ponderous chord pro-

gression before a drum machine ups the pace. Gibbard

then croons about (what
else?) lost love, mourning

that his love may tire of him,
"'Cause I'm not who I used
to be / No longer easy on the
eyes, but these youthful eyes
masterfully disguise the
youthful boy below." As the
song slowly burns toward its
conclusion, one wonders
why this is not the final track.
So, was the wise record
store owner correct in his di
agnosis of Death Cab For
Cutie? Well, the answer is
both yes and no.
In the past, their charm
was wrapped up in their iden
tity as an independent band.
But signing to a major label
has not (for the most part)
affected their ability to pen
catchy, indie pop tunes. Even
the poor songs on Plans
could be easily explained by
differences in taste.
And for Death Cab and
me, it seems Plans is just a
new beginning.

true charm of Angels & De
mons, however, lies not in the
story itself but in the treasure
trove of knowledge held
within its pages. More than a
well written mystery thriller,
this novel is a crash course
in history, art, religion, symbology, linguistics, nuclear
physics, and all kinds of ran
dom trivia, not to mention a
fascinating documentary on
the age old brotherhood
known as the Illuminati. Read
ers who enjoy expanding
their knowledge base will find
Angels & Demonsimmensely

satisfying and finish the
novel yearning for more.
The special illustrated
edition, released in May, 2005,
provides visual references for
the educational facts and
trivia divulged within the
novel and only adds to the
feeling of knowledge gained
reading it. Anyone who has
read and enjoyed the origi
nal 2000edition is highly rec
ommended to check out the
illustrated re-release, as they
almost certainly must have
found themselves wondering
about the plethora of artistic

and architectural works de
scribed so intriguingly in the
original.
Readers who have not yet
experienced Brown's unique
brand of storytelling are of
course recommended to aug
ment the joy of the original
novel by reading the illus
trated version. Unfortu
nately, this incarnation is cur
rently only available in hard
cover form, and at a cover
price of $35, so it may be out
side the limits of a student's
budget. Luckily, the illus
trated edition, while recom-

mended, is far from impera
tive for the enjoyment of the
book. Dan Brown is rich
enough in his descriptive
narration that the added vi
suals, while often fascinating,
are really just an added bo
nus... helpful, but unneces
sary. The $7.99 paperback
should prove to be just as
absorbing.
Of course, regardless of
which version of the popular
Brown novel one chooses to
read, the end result is the
same. Readers will walk away
from the novel feeling like

they themselves have just
received a degree in religious
symbology and clamoring
for another course with
Langdon, their new favorite
professor. Fortunately,
there's no waitlist for its bestselling sequel, The Da Vinci
Code, whose illustrated edi
tion was released in Novem
ber 2004. Check back next
week for more about The Da
Vinci Code in the second half
of this article.

everyone, because he is your
better. Anyways, Joseph
Terrell defended me in the line
of fire. He said, "Oh no you

didn't!" Joseph, you work
that paper the way you want
to work it. You are king of
the mountain. Joseph gets

the fan of the week for his
unwaveringness in his lead
ership of his awesome news
paper staff. He takes the Jeff

Graham stance, yet translated
into Joseph Terrell-ism: "You
are either Joseph Terrell or
with Joseph Terrell. Every-

one else can eat it." Thank
you Jeff Graham. And thank
you Joseph Terrell. Thank
you.

awakes, he finds himself
"downstairs" with his Corpse
Bride, Emily, at his side and
the liveliest dead people that
you have ever seen all
around him.
From there, we learn that
Emily has been waiting many
years for a husband as she
was wedded and then mur
dered by a mysterious man
that was only after her dowry.
Victor tries his best to escape

the dead and ends up having
to trick his new bride so he
can visit the living and get
help from his intended bride.
Along the way, Victor only
yearns for Victoria, and it is
Emily who discovers what
love and marriage are all
about.
This film has many ups
and very few downs. One of
the downs is based primarily
on the theater in which I

viewed it. The audio quality
was poor and I could not un
derstand a lot of Danny
Elfman's musical numbers.
The stylistic stop-motion
technique that was also used
for Tim Burton's The Night
mare Before Christmas is
very easy on the eye and
qualifies as a definite up. The
characters were not exactly
leaping off the screen with
believability, but we find our-

selves pining for Victor and
Victoria to get together in the
end. As I said, Johnny Depp
voiced Victor very nicely, as
did his corpse counterpart,
Helena Bonham Carter, who
also happens to be Burton's
long-time girlfriend and ends
up frequenting many of his
films.
Tim Burton has said that
this movie is not meant to be
dark but meant to be

celebratory of life and how it
contrasts with the afterlife. In
the film, it is the living that
seems monotonous, dreary,
and utterly dreadful while the
dead are always having a
good time. It may not be filled
with a lot of explosive action,
but the story has got heart
and you should enjoy it at
least once before you your
self become a corpse.

JOHNSON from page 6
level of quality.
And speaking of movies,
a quick note about the up
coming third X-Men film is
slated to come out May 26,
2005. Brett Ratner of Rush

CUMMINGSfrom page6—
half of Abbey Road. What
follows is a bewildering at
tempt to transform the song
into electronica. While it is
laudable for Gibbard to take
chances, he would have been
better advised to keep the
song at two minutes long.
The second half of
Plans closely follows the
blueprint laid out in "Differ
ent Names." "I Will Follow
You Into the Dark" is the un
derstated, yet beautiful, cen
ter of the album. But
"Crooked Teeth" is probably
the blandest song Death Cab
has recorded to date and
probably belongs on top-40
radio. "Your Heart Is an
Empty Room" and "What
Sarah Said" are both up to
par, but "Someday You Will
Be Loved" and "Stable
Song" sound like rehashes
from old Death Cab records.
The second-to-last
track, "Brothers on a Hotel

NEFERTTTT from page 6
that threatens to take down
thousands of innocents as it
wreaks its revenge upon an
age-old enemy.
Angels & Demons is a
wonderfully absorbing page
turner, written in an easy,
straightforward style, with a
plot that will keep readers
guessing right up to the last
Page. The story can seem
outlandish at times, but Dan
Brown's talented hand makes
it easy for us to suspend our
disbelief as we race along
side Robert Langdon to de
cipher the clues given. The

ACE from page 7
John Kiser. Hot! Apparently
you weren't looking at the
same picture I was. John
Kiser is fashion. Step back

PENCE from page 7
It is a good thing he is
ready, because underneath
the tree to which he so ex
pertly spoke his vows is the
title character of the film, the
Corpse Bride. She emerges
and chases (more like "majestically sweeps after") Victor
through the woods until they
have a beautifully crafted
scene on a bridge where Vic
tor succumbs to uncon
sciousness. When he
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FOR SALE

Wanted: Gynecological 1994 Dodge Dakota. New
Teaching
Associates. clutch, brakes, battery, uWomen, pre-menopausal, joints, many other new fea
comfortable with their bod tures. 184Kmiles, all highway
ies, for teaching theGYN exam miles. Runs great. No leaks.
to RNs learning the Sexual Doesn't burn oil. Asking
obo.
email:
Assault and Nurse Practitio $2500
schreij
@
email.uah.edu
courses.
E-mail:
ner
rUiiaN7.heal@nrisp.net for (Q256-52Q-4718
more info.

Classifieds
Crossword lui

By Ed Canty

Urban Studies

p2

pnr

Across

Dresser for sale. $50 or obo.
Call 256-417-4212

1 Circus clown, perhaps
The Truness Company is
5 Hangout
seeking writers, artists, and Major Medical Health Insur
10 Altar vestments
producers for an online mu ance available. Competitive
14 Alda or Arkin
sic entertainment venture ran Rates. Great for Students!
15 Long time Borden employee
by UAH alum Terrence J. For more information, call this
Bennett. For info, please local number: 512-5863
16 Law enforcement officer
email
him
at
17
Aid
^or.nptt@tniplavazcartel.com GREAT PRINTER DEAL!!!
HP Photosmart 1115 Printer
18 Virginia city
NEEDED - Law Office Asst./ $40. Call 776-6998
20 15 Across statement
Runner, Good English/Gram
21 U.C.L.A. alum
mar Skills, Good Word Pro Mountain Bike. GT Outpost
22 Judge's decision
cessing Skills, 10-18 Hrs a - $200 Purchased in 1998 at
Cahaba
Cycles
in
B'ham.
1
week/$7.50hr.
23 Whitman's under
E-mail
Resume
to owner. Bike is in great condi
25 Lung part
TWH@J"hr"*'harrison-com tion. Has very low mileage,
27 Old Testament patriarch
stored indoors and was rid
Or Fax 536-2713.
den on roads, not trails. Bike
29 Copies
MISC.
recently had a tune-up and
33 Elk cousin
new Shimano gear shifters
34 Substantive
Sell beef jerky for your next
installed. Metallic forest
fundraiser. Make $2 to $4 per
135
Spigot word
green. Frame: Triple Triangle
sale. Check out our website
36 Champagne description
Technology - Full Tubing
at www.jerkyisgood.com.
4130 CR-MO with Shimano
37 Shotgun reactions
components. Seat tube mea
Looking for a workout part
38 Hack's quest
ner to attend Step Aerobics
sures 19". Call 534-4747
39 Fail to keep up
and Yoga classes weekly at
EXTERNAL
CD-RW
40 Hay fever target, perhaps
the UFC. If you are inter
DRIVE!!! Iomega external CDested, please contact me by
41 Austrian dessert
RW drive. $40. Call 776-6998.
atemail
42 Will overseer
tfv stonv ev-a twit(avahoo.com
Southwestern styled sleeper
44 Heat or light lead in
sofa $50 OBO and antique
Computer Repair: I was a
45 Consumes
cherry stained secretary $75
computer technician for the
OBO. You pick up. Call Lisa
46 Deck find
last 2 years. If you are hav
at 603-0234 or email
48 Sacred pledge
ing problems, contact me by
emeraldautumnsky@comcasUiet
email orphone. 205-412-8252
51 Box
r,r jpffori(3>msn.com
52 Comes before jump
55 Vermont city
i 58 Arouse
59 Nice monastery superior
60 Humdinger
Classified Ads
61 US 11th President
Classified ads in The Exponent are free for
62 Catch one's breath
all UAH Students, faculty, staff and alumni.
63 Coins
Contact The Exponent, attention Joseph
64 Hill dwellers
Terrell, Editor-in-Chief of The Exponent, at
824-6090 or email your classified ad to
prtitor@exponent.uah.edu for more informs
tion. You can also contact The Exponent of
fice by fax at 824-6096. Deadline for aH
classifieds to be turned in is no later than 2
p.m. on the Friday before the next paper is
scheduled to be published.

vi

Down
1 Hurt
2 A mixture
3 Louisiana city
4 Single
5 Vital center

14
18

17

122
121

20

|23
[27

125

24

26
131

[29

28

|35

134

[33

'32

36
39
|44

43

[42

145
|52

[51
T56

55

160

59
[62

[63

6 God in Islam
7 Pre-owned
8 Give thumbs-down
9 Asian flowering plant
10 Russian Olympic
Champ Bushkov
11 Hog fat
12 Party offering
13 Lion King character
19 In a valiant manner
21 Venison, e.g.
24 Orient
25 Plumbers' forte
26 Prefers
27 Mosey
28 Laundry booster
29 Happen again
30 West Virginia city
31 Main artery
32 Guide
34 Son of Zeus
37 Spring thing
38 40 Down, e.g.
40 Popular bar serving
41 Nicholas or Ivan

158
161

[64

43 Veal dish
46 Nozzle
47 Gasps for air
48 Uphill ride
49 Bumpkin
50 Spheres
51 Getz of saxophone fame
53 Knee-length skirt
54 Angers
56 Leno'shome
57 Precedes whiz
58 Saratoga Springs, e.g.
rentable Quote

Ninety-eight percent of the
adults in this country are
decent, hard-working,
honest Americans. It's the
other lousy two percent that
get all the publicity. But
then--we elected them.
• • • Lily Tomlin

By GFR Associates « • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com
Uh, 1 thinK the Star Wars
you refer to is a nichname
for the Strategic Defense
initiative announced in
1983 by the president as an
effort to develop a system
of active defense against,'
nuclear missiles. This
movie has nothing
to do with that.

